
 

The Gilded Edge 

By Danny Miller 

 

This is the second novel from Danny Miller, and is an evocative noir thriller in 

the tradition of Raymond Chandler’s Marlowe series. In the same way that 

Chandler shows us the sweating underbelly of criminal Los Angeles, so Miller 

evokes the gilded edge; ostensibly a way of cheating at cards, but which also 

serves as a metaphor for the edge where the aristocracy and underworld meet 

with murderous consequences.  

     Vince Treadwell is a detective on the up but not the take. We first meet him 

watching two colleagues almost coming to blows over an illegal card school in 

the basement of the west London police station where he works. That he is 

watching rather than taking part is key; it sets him apart and his colleagues 

reaction to him tells us a lot about his character, ‘Don’t drink, don’t gamble. 

What do you do Treadwell?’ We quickly find out what Vince does do: things 

his own way. The only one of his colleagues he takes seriously is the taciturn, 

pipe smoking Mac. Their relationship is almost paternal; Mac represents post – 

war austerity, and is the counterpoint to the world of Isabel Saxmore – Blaine, a 

femme fatale whose moneyed gorgeousness threatens to overwhelm Vince.   

     The plot is tight, but it was from the dialogue and the richness of the period 

detail that I drew the most pleasure. The two murders at the heart of the book 

allow Miller to shuttle Vince between the underground drinking clubs of 

Notting Hill and the tables of the Montcler Club in Berkeley Square, while all 

the time conjuring up that most elusive of periods: the recent past. When Isabel 

describes Lord Lucan as, ‘not so much an idiot – savant as an idiot with 



servants,’ we see the gormless moustachioed face of that allegedly murderous 

peer gazing from grainy 40 year old tabloids. 

     The world this story is set in changed radically in the mid 1980’s, but traces 

of it are still visible now if you look hard enough, and I felt a nostalgia that was 

both routed in the contemporary story and heightened by what the book 

foreshadows. The description of the Portobello Road, ‘light from the pubs and 

late night shops and restaurants and chippies kept the bustling centipede of the 

Portobello Road alive as, one by one, its multiple legs led off sideways to 

Colville Terrace, Elgin Crescent, Talbot Road, and then the turning Vince 

wanted, Cambridge Gardens,’ could just as easily have been from 2012 as from 

1965. In the West End, Carnaby Street serves as a synecdoche for Great Britain. 

Then it was the centre of a new creative world where, as Vince does, it was 

possible to meet Brian Jones tripping out of a photographer’s studio. Anyone 

who has walked down Carnaby Street recently will know it has become a theme 

park; it now only looks like somewhere you might meet someone at the centre 

of a creative revolution.  

     The apparent egalitarianism of nascent free market capitalism and the 

decline of the old class system, represented by Goldsachs and Asprey of the 

Montcler club respectively, can only make us shudder now. This though is one 

of the delights of the book’s setting; it allows the reader to look back, not in 

anger, as the contemporary playwrights would have had us do, but with a 

fondness for a time when, despite the fact that Great Britain’s standing in the 

world was on the wane, creatively anything seemed possible. 

     Less well drawn are the growing immigrant population of the time, and the 

position of women. Billy Hill, the white gangster, is granted a vocabulary and 

sympathy that grates, ‘you’re a mendacious and tenacious little prick, 

Treadwell! You think you know me? Well I know you. And I know you won’t 



let this go until you get some answers. So to get you off my back, and out of my 

business, I’m going to give you some answers.’ The black Michael de Freitas, 

aka Michael X, on the other hand, is portrayed as a murderous psychopath, who 

is even prepared to manipulate his own community’s religious beliefs for his 

own ends, ‘We shall speak of Allah. We shall speak of the truth. We shall speak 

of peace. We shall speak of freedom. We shall speak of revolution.’ All this 

from a man who, only two pages earlier, was described as running, ‘a private 

taxi and limousine service that delivered drugs and stunning black whores all 

over the city.’ The murder of the black nurse Marcy Jones, despite opening the 

book, does not get the same attention as that of the aristocrat Johnny Beresford; 

this could be a reflection of the cultural mores of the time, but I felt mildly let 

down. Even Isabel Saxmore – Blaine, the books most independent female, is 

empowered only by her erotic capital; she is not allowed an identity outside of 

her beauty and ‘feistiness.’  

     The Gilded Edge is frenetic and colourful, while all the time being kept on a 

tight leash by its author. I would be happy to spend another 400 or so pages in 

the company of Vince Treadwell and his peers. Perhaps next time, now that the 

character is so well established, Miller could allow Vince to engage in a more 

nuanced way with whatever milieu in which he decides to place him. 
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